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“Let’s Go Back Tour & Concert Series

These concerts feature some of the top selling recording Artists from the 70s, 80s, 90s, and
today’s present Soul, Pop, Country. Caribbean Reggae, Latin Salsa, Bachata, R&B, Jazz,
Funk, Disco, Gospel, Hip Hop.
The benefit of these premium concert series to the community is added notability, an influx
of new tourism commerse to local businesses, and increased retail revenue into the
community.
You may ask, why bring The Lets Go Back Tour & Concert Series to your County?
More importantly, to brings together the residents of the community in concentrated
numbers in one central location. The community gets bragging rights for having these
events in their backyard. It allows for local and national corporations, services, and city
officials to connect to thousands of potentially new clients and/or retail customers.
We search out key locales to serve as a backdrop for our concerts to promote the beauty and
growth within that community. Typically we select locations within the State that have no
concert series for its local Residents. Usually other localities in that state have hosted their
own concerts, inconveniently causing outer residents and surrounding districts to have to
travel quite some distances to enjoy these events. We strive to give these communities a
concert series that would truly highlight its magnificence and that could benefit from the
influx of dollars that are typically brought into other localities.
Thank you for all your great support.
Raymond Chandler, Chairman/ CEO
“Let’s Go Back Tour & Concert Series

letsgobacktour@letsgobacktour.com

The Lets Go back Tour Concert Series brings free upscale Live Concerts to these
communities throughout the United States. These premium concert series focuses on the
residents, both children and adults alike, to enable them to enjoy a major event in their own
community totally free. The level of performers that we feature is the same that command
top dollar for paid performances of the same magnitude.



The “Let’s Go Back Tour & Concert Series” (Let’s Go Back) is a not-for-profit 501(c) (3)
organization. Is a personal passion for me coming from a home full of economic and social
hardships. My vision and mission is to address some of the social and economic issues that
generally have a more adverse impact in communities of the under-served. These areas
tend to be more great engulfed in stress, despair, and a diminished sense of neighborhood
pride.
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